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�. ����������� SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR GENERATING LARGE SIMULATION DATA SETS FOR TESTING AN
AUTONOMOUS DRIVER

US - ��.��.����

Int.Class G��K �/�� Appl.No �������� Applicant  .Cognata Ltd Inventor Dan ATSMON

A system for creating synthetic data for testing an autonomous system, comprising at least one hardware processor adapted to execute a code for: using a
machine learning model to compute a plurality of depth maps based on a plurality of real signals captured simultaneously from a common physical scene,
each of the plurality of real signals are captured by one of a plurality of sensors, each of the plurality of computed depth maps qualifies one of the plurality of
real signals; applying a point of view transformation to the plurality of real signals and the plurality of depth maps, to produce synthetic data simulating a
possible signal captured from the common physical scene by a target sensor in an identified position relative to the plurality of sensors; and providing the
synthetic data to at least one testing engine to test an autonomous system comprising the target sensor.

�. ������� SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR GENERATING LARGE SIMULATION DATA SETS FOR TESTING AN AUTONOMOUS
DRIVER

EP - ��.��.����

Int.Class G��T ��/�� Appl.No �������� Applicant  COGNATA LTD Inventor ATSMON DAN

A system for creating synthetic data for testing an autonomous system, comprising at least one hardware processor adapted to execute a code for: using a
machine learning model to compute a plurality of depth maps based on a plurality of real signals captured simultaneously from a common physical scene,
each of the plurality of real signals are captured by one of a plurality of sensors, each of the plurality of computed depth maps qualifies one of the plurality of
real signals; applying a point of view transformation to the plurality of real signals and the plurality of depth maps, to produce synthetic data simulating a
possible signal captured from the common physical scene by a target sensor in an identified position relative to the plurality of sensors; and providing the
synthetic data to at least one testing engine to test an autonomous system comprising the target sensor.

�. ����������� REALISTIC �D VIRTUAL WORLD CREATION AND SIMULATION FOR TRAINING AUTOMATED DRIVING
SYSTEMS

US - ��.��.����

Int.Class G��T ��/�� Appl.No �������� Applicant  .Cognata Ltd Inventor Dan ATSMON

A computer implemented method of creating a simulated realistic virtual model of a geographical area for training an autonomous driving system,
comprising obtaining geographic map data of a geographical area, obtaining visual imagery data of the geographical area, classifying static objects
identified in the visual imagery data to corresponding labels to designate labeled objects, superimposing the labeled objects over the geographic map data,
generating a virtual �D realistic model emulating the geographical area by synthesizing a corresponding visual texture for each of the labeled objects and
injecting synthetic �D imaging feed of the realistic model to imaging sensor(s) input(s) of the autonomous driving system controlling movement of an
emulated vehicle in the realistic model where the synthetic �D imaging feed is generated to depict the realistic model from a point of view of emulated
imaging sensor(s) mounted on the emulated vehicle.

�. WO/����/������ SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR GENERATING REALISTIC SIMULATION DATA FOR TRAINING AN
AUTONOMOUS DRIVER

WO - ��.��.����

Int.Class G��D �/�� Appl.No PCT/IL����/������ Applicant  .COGNATA LTD Inventor ATSMON, Dan

A method for training a model for generating simulation data for training an autonomous driving agent, comprising: analyzing real data, collected from a
driving environment, to identify a plurality of environment classes, a plurality of moving agent classes, and a plurality of movement pattern classes;
generating a training environment, according to one environment class; and in at least one training iteration: generating, by a simulation generation model,
a simulated driving environment according to the training environment and according to a plurality of generated training agents, each associated with one of
the plurality of agent classes and one of the plurality of movement pattern classes; collecting simulated driving data from the simulated environment; and
modifying at least one model parameter of the simulation generation model to minimize a difference between a simulation statistical fingerprint, computed
using the simulated driving data, and a real statistical fingerprint, computed using the real data.

�. WO/����/������ REALISTIC �D VIRTUAL WORLD CREATION AND SIMULATION FOR TRAINING AUTOMATED DRIVING
SYSTEMS

WO - ��.��.����

Int.Class G��D �/�� Appl.No PCT/IL����/������ Applicant  .COGNATA LTD Inventor ATSMON, Dan

A computer implemented method of creating a simulated realistic virtual model of a geographical area for training an autonomous driving system,
comprising obtaining geographic map data of a geographical area, obtaining visual imagery data of the geographical area, classifying static objects
identified in the visual imagery data to corresponding labels to designate labeled objects, superimposing the labeled objects over the geographic map data,
generating a virtual �D realistic model emulating the geographical area by synthesizing a corresponding visual texture for each of the labeled objects and
injecting synthetic �D imaging feed of the realistic model to imaging sensor(s) input(s) of the autonomous driving system controlling movement of an
emulated vehicle in the realistic model where the synthetic �D imaging feed is generated to depict the realistic model from a point of view of emulated
imaging sensor(s) mounted on the emulated vehicle.

�. ����������� VARIABLE HEAT REJECTION DEVICE US - ��.��.����

Int.Class B��G �/�� Appl.No �������� Applicant Evening Star Technology Development .Ltd Inventor Thomas Jaspero COGNATA

A heat rejection system that employs temperature sensitive shape memory materials to control the heat rejection capacity of a vehicle to maintain a safe
vehicle temperature. The technology provides for a wide range of heat rejection rates by actuation of the orientation or position of a heat rejection panel
which impacts effective properties of the heat rejection system in response to temperature. When employed as a radiator for crewed spacecraft thermal
control this permits the use of higher freezing point, non-toxic thermal working fluids in single-loop thermal control systems for crewed vehicles in space
and other extraterrestrial environments.
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�. ������� REALISTIC �D VIRTUAL WORLD CREATION AND SIMULATION FOR TRAINING AUTOMATED DRIVING
SYSTEMS

EP - ��.��.����

Int.Class G��T ��/�� Appl.No �������� Applicant  COGNATA LTD Inventor ATSMON DAN

A computer implemented method of creating a simulated realistic virtual model of a geographical area for training an autonomous driving system,
comprising obtaining geographic map data of a geographical area, obtaining visual imagery data of the geographical area, classifying static objects
identified in the visual imagery data to corresponding labels to designate labeled objects, superimposing the labeled objects over the geographic map data,
generating a virtual �D realistic model emulating the geographical area by synthesizing a corresponding visual texture for each of the labeled objects and
injecting synthetic �D imaging feed of the realistic model to imaging sensor(s) input(s) of the autonomous driving system controlling movement of an
emulated vehicle in the realistic model where the synthetic �D imaging feed is generated to depict the realistic model from a point of view of emulated
imaging sensor(s) mounted on the emulated vehicle.

�. ��������� REALISTIC �D VIRTUAL WORLD CREATION AND SIMULATION FOR TRAINING AUTOMATED DRIVING
SYSTEMS

CN - ��.��.����

Int.Class G��D �/�� Appl.No ������������.� Applicant  .COGNATA LTD Inventor ATSMON DAN

A computer implemented method of creating a simulated realistic virtual model of a geographical area for training an autonomous driving system comprises
the steps of: obtaining geographic map data ofa geographical area, obtaining visual imagery data of the geographical area, classifying static objects
identified in the visual imagery data to corresponding labels to designate labeled objects, superimposing the labeled objects over the geographic map data,
generating a virtual �D realistic model emulating the geographical area by synthesizing a corresponding visual texture for each of the labeled objects and
injecting synthetic �D imaging feed of the realistic model to imaging sensor(s) input(s) of the autonomous driving system controlling movement of an
emulated vehicle in the realistic model where the synthetic �D imaging feed is generated to depict the realistic model from a point of view of emulated
imaging sensor(s) mounted on the emulated vehicle.

�. ����������� REALISTIC �D VIRTUAL WORLD CREATION AND SIMULATION FOR TRAINING AUTOMATED DRIVING
SYSTEMS

US - ��.��.����

Int.Class G��T �/�� Appl.No �������� Applicant  .Cognata Ltd Inventor Dan Atsmon

A computer implemented method of creating a simulated realistic virtual model of a geographical area for training an autonomous driving system,
comprising obtaining geographic map data of a geographical area, obtaining visual imagery data of the geographical area, classifying static objects
identified in the visual imagery data to corresponding labels to designate labeled objects, superimposing the labeled objects over the geographic map data,
generating a virtual �D realistic model emulating the geographical area by synthesizing a corresponding visual texture for each of the labeled objects and
injecting synthetic �D imaging feed of the realistic model to imaging sensor(s) input(s) of the autonomous driving system controlling movement of an
emulated vehicle in the realistic model where the synthetic �D imaging feed is generated to depict the realistic model from a point of view of emulated
imaging sensor(s) mounted on the emulated vehicle.

��. ����������� METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR CREATING AND SIMULATING A REALISTIC �D VIRTUAL WORLD US - ��.��.����

Int.Class G��F ��/�� Appl.No �������� Applicant  .Cognata Ltd Inventor Dan Atsmon

A computer implemented method of creating data for a host vehicle simulation, comprising: in each of a plurality of iterations of a host vehicle simulation
using at least one processor for: obtaining from an environment simulation engine a semantic-data dataset representing a plurality of scene objects in a
geographical area, each one of the plurality of scene objects comprises at least object location coordinates and a plurality of values of semantically
described parameters; creating a �D visual realistic scene emulating the geographical area according to the dataset; applying at least one noise pattern
associated with at least one sensor of a vehicle simulated by the host vehicle simulation engine on the virtual �D visual realistic scene to create sensory
ranging data simulation of the geographical area; converting the sensory ranging data simulation to an enhanced dataset emulating the geographical area,
the enhanced dataset comprises a plurality of enhanced scene objects.

��. ������� METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR CREATING AND SIMULATING A REALISTIC �D VIRTUAL WORLD EP - ��.��.����

Int.Class G��T ��/�� Appl.No �������� Applicant  COGNATA LTD Inventor ATSMON DAN

A computer implemented method of creating data for a host vehicle simulation, comprising: in each of a plurality of iterations of a host vehicle simulation
using at least one processor for: obtaining (���) from an environment simulation engine a semantic-data dataset representing a plurality of scene objects in
a geographical area, each one of the plurality of scene objects comprises at least object location coordinates and a plurality of values of semantically
described parameters; creating (���) a �D visual realistic scene emulating the geographical area according to the dataset; applying (���) at least one noise
pattern associated with at least one sensor of a vehicle simulated by the host vehicle simulation engine on the virtual �D visual realistic scene to create
sensory ranging data simulation of the geographical area; converting (���) the sensory ranging data simulation to an enhanced dataset emulating the
geographical area, the enhanced dataset comprises a plurality of enhanced scene objects.

��. �������� SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR GENERATING LARGE SIMULATION DATA SETS FOR TESTING AN
AUTONOMOUS DRIVER

US - ��.��.����

Int.Class G��K �/�� Appl.No �������� Applicant  .Cognata Ltd Inventor Dan Atsmon

A system for creating synthetic data for testing an autonomous system, comprising at least one hardware processor adapted to execute a code for:
producing a plurality of synthetic training signals, each simulating one of a plurality of signals simultaneously captured from a common training scene by a
plurality of sensors, and a plurality of training depth maps each qualifying one of the plurality of synthetic training signals according to the common training
scene; training a machine learning model based on the plurality of synthetic training signals and the plurality of training depth maps; using the machine
learning model to compute a plurality of computed depth maps based on a plurality of real signals, the plurality of real signals are captured simultaneously
from a common physical scene, each of the plurality of real signals are captured by one of the plurality of sensors, each of the plurality of computed depth
maps.

��. ����������� VARIABLE HEAT REJECTION DEVICE US - ��.��.����

Int.Class F��F ��/�� Appl.No �������� Applicant Evening Star Technology Development .Ltd Inventor Thomas Jaspero Cognata

A heat rejection system that employs temperature sensitive shape memory materials to control the heat rejection capacity of a vehicle to maintain a safe
vehicle temperature. The technology provides for a wide range of heat rejection rates by actuation of the orientation or position of a heat rejection panel
which impacts effective properties of the heat rejection system in response to temperature. When employed as a radiator for crewed spacecraft thermal
control this permits the use of higher freezing point, non-toxic thermal working fluids in single-loop thermal control systems for crewed vehicles in space
and other extraterrestrial environments.
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